<S.0(X, Y) is the set of all Te Q(X, Y) with domain D(T) dense in X. We shall write G(A-) for i£(X, X), &0(X) for e0(A-, A") and ®(X) for 93(A-, X).
Definition 2.1. We denote by ® + (X) the set of all Te(i0(X) with p(T)z>il + such that -z'Fgenerates a strongly continuous semigroup {U(t)}0¿t< " of operators of 93(A") of class C0 with type zero (i.e. {U(t)}ost<x is continuous in the strong operator topology of 93(A') and (a) lim U(t)u = u for all u e X; Í-0 (b) lim <r£i||t/(/)|| = 0 (-.00 for every e>0. (Cf. Hille and Phillips [16] .) We shall write e~itT for U(t). Similarly, we define the class ©_(A') as the set of all Te<S,0(X) with />(F)^Q_ such that iT generates a strongly continuous semigroup {eiir}ost<co of class C0 with type zero.
We note that whenever Te ®+(X) (® _(X)) so does 7", since our spaces are reflexive (cf. [16, Chapter XIV]).
Definition 2.2. Let Ae(í0(X, Y). We introduce an extended definition of norm by setting \\Au\\ =oo if ue X but u $ D(A).
This extended norm is only a symbolic notation, since Au does not make sense if u £ D(A). Thus, if B is another operator with its range contained in X, we use the notation H/lfit/JI only when ue D(B) so that Bu is well defined; then \\ABu\\ <oo if Bu e D(A) and \\ABu'¡ =oo otherwise.
Since We have, by (2.1), (2.2) ¡Ae-'tTu\\= sup Kg""^"' f "'"^ , for u e X. for a.e. /.
Lemma 2.5. If A is (T,p, +)-smooth, then the mapping a-»-Ae~itTu, 0^/<oo, defines a bounded linear operator S on X to 'S/=V(0, oo ; Y).
This lemma can be proved easily by using standard arguments on convergence in V spaces and the closed graph theorem.
As a consequence of Lemma 2.5, whenever A is (F, p, +)-smooth there exists a constant M<cc such that
Ae-itTuV dt <: MPM|P, for all ueX.
We shall denote by ||y4||(r>Pi+) the infimum of all M satisfying (2.4). We define smoothness of an operator A ed,0(X, Y) with respect to a te &_(X) by replacing -i and F with / and f, respectively, throughout Definition 2.4 and Lemma 2.5, and arrive at (2.4)" P \\Ae,tfu\\p dt ^ M*\\u\\p, for all ueX.
Jo Definition 2.6. Let Te &+(X) and f e &_(X). If T^T, then we say that the pair (F, f) e &±(A"). If A is (F,p, + )-smooth and (f, p, -)-smooth with respect to a pair (F, f) e © ± (A"), then we say A is (F, F; /z)-smooth, and set Mll(r,f:p) -max {MH(r,j>,+>> M ||<f ,?,->}• Lemma 2.7. Let Te®+iX) and Fg60(F, X). Assume that B' is CT',q, +)-smooth, l<q<co. Then for each fe<&'=FP(0, oo; F) where l/p+l/q=l, there exists an X valued junction Fit) on (0, oo) such that (2.5) (Fit), v) = Í (,fis),B'e-i{t-s)T'vyds, fiorveX'.
Proof. For any fe <& and v e A" we have the following estimate I \\fis),B'e-w-s)T'vyds I Jo l*'||(r..,.+,|| Thus the map tf-^-JÓ </($), B'e~m~s)T'vy ds defines a bounded linear functional on A". Hence for every 0</<oo there exists F(t) e X such that <F(/), z;> = f0 </(s), B'e-^-^'vy ds. Moreover, ||F(/)| S ||/|k||*'||<r...+> uniformly in t.
Definition 2.8. Let Te ® + (X), Ae(i0(X, Y) and Be(Z0(Y, X). Assume that A is (T,p, +)-smooth and B' is (T',q, +)-smooth. We define an operator, symbolically denoted by Ae-"-)TB6, in <2f = Lp(0, oo; Y) as follows. For each/e^, let F(/) be the function defined in Lemma 2.7 associated with/ If the function F(t) has the properties that (i) F(t) e D(A) for a.e. t and (ii) AF(t)=g(t), as a function of t, belongs to <$f, then we say that/e D(Ae~MTB6) and define ¿e"« )TB8fi=g.
It should be noted that in general this domain of Ae~K')TB6 may consist of the zero element alone.
Similarly, operator AeU)fB6 can be defined in the same way for fe®_(X).
We have (2.5)" <F(r), r> = I" </(s), fiV(t-s,f'r> ¿s, for zz £ A".
3. Main results. In particular, one can write down results for X, Y Hubert spaces and p=q = 2. These agree with the work of Kato [6] . Remark 3.3. We note that if an operator A is (F, F; /z)-smooth with respect to a pair (F, t) g C>)±(X) and F has a complete set of eigenvectors, then A=0. For if A is (F, F; />)-smooth and Tu = Xu, the integral (2.3) is unbounded unless Au = 0. Thus our results are essentially concerned with the perturbation of continuous spectrum of F. Remark 3.4 . An important and delicate part of this work involves the construction of the perturbed operator F(/c) (F(«)). We first construct the perturbed semigroup of operators i/(r, K) (Û(t, k)) from the semigroups e~itT, eiif and the operators A, B ( §4.1). We next prove that the semigroups U(t, k) and U(t, k) so obtained are strongly continuous of class C0 with type zero. We denote by -¡T(k) and iT(k) their infinitesimal generators (they are closed and densely defined), respectively.
We finally show that T(k)=>T+kBA and T(k)=>T+kBA ( §4.2). This process is inevitable for general unbounded operators A and B. In the case BA e 93(A") we can set T(k) = T+ kBA and T(k) = T+kBA. Then most of the arguments in this paper can be greatly simplified.
Remark 3.5. In the construction of U(t, k) (U(t, k)), we use a formal perturbation series (cf. (4.5)). The smoothness assumptions on the operators A and B' with respect to (F, t) and (7", 7"), respectively, are needed to prove the absolute convergence of the perturbation series. It is worth while to point out that the successive approximations there appear to be generalizations of the interaction picture expansion
as used widely in Quantum Field Theory (cf.
[21]). Remark 3.6. We also obtained some results by using the stationary method under a set of assumptions different from that of Theorem 3.1. This will be treated in a separate paper. We only mention here that our results by "time-dependent" and "stationary" methods are not related except forp=q = 2; whereas in [6] they To be more precise, for each m g A' and v e A", let us consider the following expression /"(/, u, v) = £ <Sn.i(r)u, r«-«,-«r'iz> dr, for « ^ 1.
For each fixed t, the integral on the right exists and,
It follows that there exists an element ut e A'such that <h(, r> =Jn(t, u, v). We define Un(t)u = ut. Clearly i/"(f) belongs to S8(X) for all r > 0 and
Moreover, lim,\0 £/n(/)w = 0. By setting zjn(0) = 0, we thus obtained a family of bounded operators {£/"(')}ost<»> «^0 of 93(A"). Now we define 00 (4.5) U(t, k)u = 2 (-ix)nUn(t)u, forueX,\K\ < l/M.
71=0
Our goal is to show that {U(t, k)}0sí<oo is a strongly continuous semigroup of class C0. To this end we shall first show that it is a semigroup. Thus for any complex k with \k\< l/M, the series converges absolutely and uniformly with respect to t for 0^?<oo.
follows that U(t, k) e 93(A") for each t, 0St<<x>. To see that {U(t, k)}osí<°o does form a semigroup, first one observes that for each ue X, Un(t)u e D(A) for a.e. t., and that AUn for ue X, v e A",n^ 1 and 0St<oo.
Next we observe that and U(t+s,K) = Jj(-iKfUn(t+s);
In order to show that U(t + s, k)= U(t, k)U(s, k)=U(s, k)U(í, k), by comparison of the coefficients of (-«)", it is enough to show that (4.8) Un(t + s) = J U¿t)Un.¿s) = J t/,(s)/7n_X0.
;' = 0 j = 0
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These equalities can be shown easily by routine mathematical induction. The lemma follows.
It remains to show that the family {U(t, K)}0Ét<a¡ is strongly continuous in t.
Lemma 4.2. The semigroup {U(t, K)}0<t<x> ¡s a strongly continuous semigroup of operators ofS8(X) of class C0 with type zero.
Proof. By definition, U(t, k) = 2¿°=0 (->K)nUn(t); where U0(t) is the unperturbed semigroup which is strongly continuous in /. Let t' > t. For n^l,ue X and v e X'
we have, by (4.3),
Since t-*e-#r-t-ia-*r9-#-W% we have Ji = C<S'n_1(r)ti, B'e-iu-^T'(e-w'-t)T'-I)vydr = <:Un(t)u,(e-w-»T'-I)v> = <(e-«t'-»T-I)Un(t)u,vy.
Hence \Jx\^\\(e-Kt'-m-I)Un(t)u\\ \\v\\.
J2 -f <Sn^x(r)u,B'e-w-^vydr.
We have
Observe that in the right-hand side of the above inequality, the first term goes to zero as t' -*■ t due to the fact that {e~i!T}oSi<00 is of class C0, while in the second term the function gn-i(r)= \\Sn-i(r)u\\" is integrable over (0, oo) for each «^1, hence jgn-i is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on (0, oo), so jy gn_ i -*■ 0 as / ' -> t. Therefore we see that || Un(t')u-Unit)u\\ -»0 as t' -> t, for / ^ 0, i.e., Un(t) is strongly continuous in / from the right for each zz ä 1. Being the sum of U0(t) and 2"=i (-i)nUn(t) (the series converges absolutely and uniformly with respect to /, cf. (4.6) and its proof), U(t, k) is therefore strongly continuous in t from the right.
It is well known that one-sided strong continuity of a semigroup implies strong continuity. In fact, weak one-sided continuity of a semigroup is enough to insure its strong continuity (see Hille It follows that lim(_o U(t, K)tt=lirni-.0 U0(t)u+limt-,0f(t) = u, because U0(t) is of class C0. This implies that U(t, k) is also of class C0. Moreover, for any e>0, f>0, e-«\\U(t, k)\\ S e-£í|(70(0||+e-£í 2(-fr)»t/B(o In this inequality, the first term on the right goes to zero as t ->■ oo due to the fact that U0(t) is of type zero. The same is true for the second term by (4.6). Hence U(t, k) is of type zero. Having proved that {U(t, «)}oS(<00 is a strongly continuous semigroup of operators of 93^) of class C0 with type zero, let us denote by -íT(k) its infinitesimal generator. In what follows we shall write e~itT(K) for U(t, k). We can show similarly that {Û(t, k)}0si<<» is a strongly continuous semigroup of operators of 33(A"), for |#c|<l/M. We shall denote by íT(k) its infinitesimal generator and write eittM for Û(t, «■).
Proof ofi (3.1) to (3.3).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use This implies that (-/(c) f (Ae-irTMu, B'e-^-^'vy dr = (e-itTMu-e-itTu,vy.
(4.13) follows. As for (4.14), first notice that Thus (4.14) follows.
In the same fashion, we can prove Lemma 4.7. The semigroups e"f and eitfM satisfy for 0St<<x> the relations Similarly, we have, by using (4.14), that
To prove (3. Proof. Suppose T<^f. Let Q(t) = eute-itT. Clearly Q(t)e%(X). Using the facts that the function Q(t)u is differentiable in / for each u e D(T) and that F<= F, we get Q(t)u=u for all ue D(T). Since D(T) is dense in X and Q(t)e?8(X), we can therefore conclude that Q(t)=I on X.
Conversely, suppose Q(t) = I on X. Let u e D(T) and v e D(f'). We have <«, z;> = <Ô(0M> vy = <[eitfe~itTu, vy = <[e'itTu, eiift>>, by noting that z'7" also generates a strongly continuous semigroup. Now by differentiating both sides with respect to / and evaluating at z=0, one gets 0= -/<Fm, vy + i(u, t'v). This implies <\Tu,v) = <h, f'vy for every v e D(T'), thus u e D(f") = D(f) and fu = Tu. That is T^f. The proof of the theorem is thus completed. Remark 4.13. In the case of the strongly continuous semigroups {e~imK)} and {eiif(,c)}oSi<00 constructed in §4.1, we are naturally interested in the investigation of the existence of the wave operators according to the time-dependent scheme. That is, we would like to know whether or not the strong limits of Wx(t, K) = eitt0c)e~UT and W2(t, K) = e~UT(K)eitT exist as z^oo. It turns out that under the assumptions of our Theorem 3.1, the operator IF1(/<-) = s-lim(_00 Wx(t, k) exists, but
SUE-CHIN LIN
[May s-lim^oe W2it, k) does not seem to exist. Although WxÍk) exists, it does not give the intertwining relation between F and F(/c) or t and T(k). However, in the special case T= f, the roles of Fand f can be interchanged throughout the constructions of T(k) and f(x); it follows that T(k) = T(k).
Thus {e'itnic)} and {e""1"}.«, <i<00 are strongly continuous groups of operators of 93(A') with type zero. In this case, two "wave operators" W±(k) exist, given explicitly by (4.17) <W±(k)u, v) = <«, v) ± ix P <Ae*itTu, B'e±imKYv} dt, and we have
What is really interesting in this case is that the strong limits W±(k) of W(t, k) = eitnK)e-itT as t _^ + gQ exjst an(j coincée with W±(k). 5. Applications. In this section we shall apply our results to the perturbation problem involving the differential operator -id/dx. We prove that Friedrichs' "gentle perturbation of second kind" can be handled by our method for general p, 1 </z<oo. Of course the results in this paper can also be applied to the examples studied by Kato [6, §6] Then for all |#c| < l/|Ar|, there exist T(k)=>T+kBA and Î(k)-=>T+kBA for which the results of Theorem 3.1 hold.
We shall build our proof on the following lemmas. Proof. The semigroup U(t) = e~UT generated by -/Fand the semigroup Û(t) = eitf generated by it are, respectively, operators of right and left translation, i.e., This proves that fie D(Ae-HyrB0) and \\Ae-«yTB8fl9 = \\AF(-)yslk\ \f\9.
The second assertion can be proved in the same way with the same bound.
Theorem 5.3 follows from Lemmas 5.2, 5.4 and 5.5.
Remark 5.6. We may consider the differential operator T=-id/dx acting in Lp( -oo, oo) instead of Fp(0, co) throughout Theorem 5.3, and the kernel function k(x, y) of the disturbances defined on -oo < x, v < oo instead of O^x, v<oo. It is easy to see that our whole process can be applied to this case without any significant
